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Prominent Art Museum Uses
NVT Phybridge CLEER24 Switches 

for Axis IP Cameras
In Fast, Easy Coax Security Upgrade

“When the customer chose NVT Phybridge and Axis, they got more than the best Coax to IP upgrade. They got 
implementation on their strict terms - no business disruptions, no compromised security, and within a tight budget. ”

William Wu , Account Manager, Tops Digital Systems

An art museum needed to upgrade its older analog CCTV system with newer IP security technology to improve 
monitoring and recording capabilities. However, the customer faced the daunting challenge of first upgrading the Coax 
infrastructure to Ethernet before the new technology could be implemented. NVT Phybridge was able to rapidly 
upgrade the older infrastructure to support the new Axis IP devices exactly when and where the customer wanted them.

Challenge: The customer wanted to upgrade its older CCTV system to newer, IP-enabled surveillance 
technology. The driving requirement for the upgrade was twofold: to improve safety and security 
monitoring of visitors and staff, and to capture higher-resolution video recordings for incident 
investigations. The main challenge was physically replacing the existing Coax with the new Ethernet 
infrastructure needed. The process would be lengthy, complex, and disruptive to the business, as well, 
could pose potential safety hazards to hundreds of staff and thousands of visitors each week. It was 
determined that to better achieve the upgrade, each of the museum’s two locations be approached as 
separate projects. This posed the additional challenge of managing two completely different security 
systems – older CCTV, newer IP - for an unknown period of time. The complexity of the upgrade was 
increasingly more frustrating, and all because of the existing Coax cabling.

Solution: The customer learned about the NVT Phybridge CLEER24 Long Reach PoE over Coax IP enabling 
switch. A no-obligation Proof of Concept was arranged, and in 3 simple setup steps, the plug-and-play 
CLEER24 transformed the Coax into a power-packed PoE/IP platform. In just a few minutes, the CLEER24 
solution completely eliminated the complexities and frustrations of the infrastructure upgrade, and 
provided the flexibility to connect the Axis cameras 6Xs farther than standard Ethernet – up to 2,000ft 
(610m) - with no IDF closets required along the way. And because CLEER24 uses the same repeatable, 
predictable, and scalable deployment methodology across every location, upgrading the museum’s 
second location would be simple and fast.

Result: The customer’s decision to trust NVTP and Axis with their security upgrade paid off. CLEER24 
fast-tracked the infrastructure migration, saving project time and costs. The partner was able to accelerate 
the endpoints roll-out with a simple swap-out of the existing analog cameras for hundreds of new, 
high-quality Axis IP cameras. The customer’s new, powerful IP-based surveillance capabilities were up and 
running in record time. The upgrade was flawless - with no business disruptions, construction hazards, 
services outages, security risks, network complexities, or wasted budgets.

About Us
At NVT Phybridge, we make it our business to simply and quickly IP-enable existing infrastructures so our customers can 
experience faster ROI from their new IP-based solutions. We make any IP migration simple and flawless. And we make IP 
connections happen where they are needed most. Every time.
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Business Communications
IP Wifi Access Points
IP Phones, Conferencing
IP Speakers
IP TV
IP Signage

Security & Surveillance
IP Cameras
IP Speakers
IP Emergency Phones
IP Access Control

IP Building Control
IP Lighting
IP Signage
IP Access Control
IP Temperature Controls
IP Cameras

It’s Your Turn! Let us help you save money, eliminate risk, and simplify LAN
requirements with our CHARIoT Series. 
www.nvtphybridge.com/chariot

PoLRE CLEER FLEX
Single-Pair UTP up to 

1,200ft (365m)
Coax up to

2,000ft (610m)
Multi-Pair UTP up to 

2,000ft (610m)
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Award-Winning Innovat ion
by NVT Phybridge

The CHARIoT Series of long reach PoE solutions are among the winners of Security Today’s 2017 Government 
Security Awards. The Govies recognize outstanding government security products in a variety of categories. An 
independent panel of judges from the security industry selected the top entries in the 2017 
categories and named them winners using criteria including Features, Innovation, User 
Friendliness, Interoperability, Quality, Design, Market Opportunity, and Impact in the 
Security Industry, Technical Advances, and Scalability. The NVT Phybridge CHARIoT 
Series received this year’s award for Network Support Solutions. 


